Fun Summer Reading and Listening For Rising Fifth Graders • 2018
A Collaboration of the Newton Public School Library Teachers & the Newton Free Library Youth Services Librarians

330 Homer Street, Newton, MA 02459 • (617) 796-1360
http://newtonfreelibrary.net/kids/ • https://www.facebook.com/newtonfreekids/

Fiction
1. Bradbury, Jennifer. *Outside In.* (J FIC)
4. Engle, Margarita. *Forest World.* (J FIC)
5. Harrold, A.F. *The Song from Somewhere Else.* (J FIC, EB)
6. Krishnaswami, Uma. *Step Up to the Plate, Maria Singh.* (J FIC)
9. Shofner, Corabel. *Almost Paradise.* (J FIC, CD, P)
10. Swanson, Matthew and Robbi Behr. *The Real McCoys.* (J MYST)
11. Walker, Melissa. *Let's Pretend We Never Met.* (J FIC)

Graphic Novels
2. Grine, Chris. *Time Shifters.* (J GRAPHIC)
3. Renner, Benjamin. *The Big Bad Fox.* (J GRAPHIC)

Non-Fiction
1. Birmingham, Maria. *Biometrics...* (J 363.257 B53B)
2. Doeden, Matt. *The World Cup...* (J 796.334 DOEDEN)
3. Harris, Chris. *I'm Just No Good at Rhyming and Other Nonsense for Mischievous Kids...* (J 821 H24I, EB)
4. Jenkins, Martin. *Exploring Space...* (J 629.4 J41E)
9. Waldherr, Kris. *Bad Princess...* (J 920 W14B)
10. Winterbottom, Julie. *Frightlopedia...* (J 031 W73F)

Need even more books to read? Check the shelves for these series and authors we love!

Series: *Timmy Failure* by Stephan Pastis. (J MYST) • *Rip and Red* by Phil Bildner. (J FIC)
Authors: Wendy Mass • Dan Gutman

CD = Book on CD, P = Playaway, EB = E-Book, EA = E-Audiobook